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The attacks coming from Jack’s side stunned Darcy and the others. They never imagined that Jack and the
others could kill so many powerful fighters from the Bloodshed Clan just like that. Furthermore, not a single
one of their enemies had escaped.

“This is great, Master. This is great. I didn’t think that we would have a chance of surviving. We all thought

that we would never see you again, Master!”

The Cabello family members flew over and spoke to Alejandro with excited expressions on.

“That’s right, Master. It’s great that we can see you. From how you looked just now, you must have broken
into the ultimate god level, right? Oh, right.Why are there so few of you here, Master?Where are the others?
Where’s the First Young Mistress and the others? Have you seen them?”

The other Cabello family members each bombarded Alejandro with questions. After all, there were only over
a hundred Cabello family members here, and they had not seen the other Cabello family members.

“They’re all fine. Let me tell you this now; fly into that direction later and gather at the peak of the mountain!”

Alejandro led a few people to fly upward, then he pointed in the designated direction. He quickly explained

the situation to them.

“You’re amazing, Young Master Jack. I didn’t think that you would actually break into the fourth-grade
ultimate god-level fifth-grade ultimate god-level!”

After Paul learned of the general situation, he looked at Jack with respect. Passion filled his eyes.

At this moment, Jack was practically his idol in his eyes.



“Take care. Just go to the place we pointed to as fast as you can. Remember, don’t stop along the way. Once
you get there, quickly find time to break into the first-grade ultimate god-level!”

Jack patted Paul’s shoulder and reminded the other man.

Soon, the Hemperly family members took the Cabello family members and left the place.

Time passed by quickly. When they saw that the sky was getting darker, Jack and the others ventured a little
deeper into the woods before stumbling upon a hidden cave.

“We need to create four pills tonight. This way, there will be one pill for each of us. If we manage to get by
tomorrow, we’ll only be able to create pills at night and increase our cultivation levels!”

Jack thought to himself and flipped his palm. He took out the alchemy ingredients and started to create pills.

“What happened in the forest today?”

At this moment, outside the woods, the master of the Bloodshed Clan asked the disciples before him.

One of the disciples answered him, “We killed many people, Master, but many of our people have died as well.
Furthermore, our fifth-grade ultimate god-level disciple was killed today too.”
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